vivek.singha@foxg1.org.au
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Monday, 13 June 2016 11:28 AM
monika.manhas@foxg1.org.au; Vivek.Singha@foxg1.org.au; 'Vivek (Hotmail)'
FW: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu /
Szun / Mariah to the FoxG1 family

Best regards
Vivek
From: Fabien Delerue [mailto:fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 31 May, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family

No problem, I see you there.
Reading your email to Diane and specifically the SBS request, I realised that my colleague Peter (who
works on Cancer) has recently been approached by ABC to broadcast his story about his charity funded
research.
You can see this show here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CixCsuBRKsE

ABC's Australian Story - "His Driving Force" | Col ...
www.youtube.com
This Australian Story program centres on a remarkable friendship between a top scientist and a coach
driver and a crazy brave dream to do something about childhood ...

If you want, I could ask him of any potential contact at ABC that may be suitable for you?
Fabien

From: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 3:01 PM
To: Fabien Delerue
Cc: Szun Tay
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Thanks Fabian, 4:30PM Friday it is. We are at 52 Alfred Street Milsons Point. Please come up to level 4 reception and
lets meet here. Thanks for making time for me.
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Best regards
Vivek
From: Fabien Delerue [mailto:fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 31 May, 2016 2:56 PM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Cc: Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family

Hi Vivek,
I guess it would be better to meet at Milson Point since I leave on the Northen Beaches and need to be
back home by 7.00pm for my son's basketball game. If there is any chance you could do earlier, then it
would work for me, otherwise I guess Milson Point 5-6pm might be the best option.
Fabien
From: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 11:30 AM
To: Fabien Delerue
Cc: Szun Tay
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Hi Fabien,
Thanks for your comments and input . Let’s meet this Friday evening if convenient. Which do you prefer:
1. I can reach UNSW at 5:30 or
2. could meet at Milsons point any time after 5
Let me know your preference and lets catch up.
While we are meeting on Saturday anyways, I think this will also be a fruitful meeting as well.
Szun: Please let us know if you would be interested in joining us.
Best regards
Vivek
From: Fabien Delerue [mailto:fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au]
Sent: Monday, 30 May, 2016 5:43 PM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh <mariahyoh@gmail.com>; Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>;
ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au; Shekeeb Mohammad (SCHN) <shekeeb.mohammad@health.nsw.gov.au>;
'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au' <richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
HI Vivek,
I put few comments below in red for your perusal.
Kind Regards.
Fabien
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From: "Singha, Vivek" <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Date: Monday, 30 May 2016 2:16 pm
To: Fabien Delerue <fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au>
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh <mariahyoh@gmail.com>, Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>,
"ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au" <ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au>, "Shekeeb Mohammad (SCHN)"
<shekeeb.mohammad@health.nsw.gov.au>, "'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au'"
<richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Hi Fabien,
I took to reading the article and out of interest and not as an obligation, so please do not feel that it was a bad idea,
understand it is beyond my capabilities and faculties and I have by no ways fully understood the gravity of the
document, however it is out of my interest that I am intentionally trying to read this.
No problem at all, I just wanted to emphasise the fact that the literature needs to be read carefully, although I totally
understand your willingness to read FoxG1 related publications.
I fully agree it will be a lot beneficial to meet and talk about disease models and pathways and work on strategies
that are needed and how do we get there.

At present we are looking at yourself and Szun Tay who have agreed to be on the SAB. Let us definitely
meet and while n the email chain it may have said 10 to 20 my in my mind I was thinking of working with
between 4-6 advisors as that should be a number to get enough consensus and expert ideas considered. In
my opinion I think we should look at possibly looking at getting someone from the pharmaceutical
industry (GSK / Illumina / AstraZeneca etc.), as well who could potentially advise us on the
commercialization aspects of the gene therapy when we get there or how to get there. Let us together try
to brainstorm who else do we need on the SAB.
I agree (I have a pharmaceutical company background), however interest of big pharmas would need to be
gauged first to find a suitable person. Indeed, pharma companies might only be interested in joining once
consequent milestones have been achieved and basic research has a genuine translational potential.
In my day job , I am an accountant with Kimberly-Clark the paper company, and am based out of Milsons point, so
can most conveniently meet up either in the early mornings, say 7:30- 8:0 or any day in the evenings any time after
5 at UNSW. I drive a motorcycle to work so am very easily able to commuting anywhere anytime. Please let me
know if you would be good for a catchup Say tomorrow evening maybe? You are most welcome to drop in at
Milsons point (my workplace and we can catch up there as well, but otherwise feel free to tell me your schedule and
I will make it to meet you. An evening may be better suited as we will ha more time for a discussion.
Please feel free to advise if we should catch up say at 5:30 at UNSW campus (please let me know what building
/facility / lecture room / office) and I will be there. It may also be possible for Szun to join us as she is at UNSW as
well, but otherwise we will catch up (You me and Szun) for sure on Saturday. Please feel free to pass on the invite to
the hackathon to any one you may know of who may be interested in this joining / collaborating / contributing to
the research journey.

Sorry, I cannot do tomorrow but can do Thursday or Friday evening (in any case we’ll meet on Saturday).
As it tuned out, I also ride a scooter to work so I can easily commute anywhere (Milson Point included). I
realised Szun works at UNSW since she attended my presentation at a seminar today, so we had a chat
only minutes ago.
Apologies for the delayed response and thanks for considering my handicaps in deciphering the papers but I believe
it is truly fascinating what mankind is capable of these days, and it is out of interest that I try to read these and not
as a sense of necessiaty but by choice.
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Dr Shakeeb I wanted to keep you in the loop as you are interested in the outcomes of movement disorders, and
their management.
Dr Richard Webster, we are most greatful to you for looking after Kush so nicely and managing his treatment well
but also as we believe that you are clinically at the fountain gates (coalface) from a clinical prespective . I truly
believe that if Adelaide has 3 foxG1 children, Sydney does have at least 15, and you would be their frist port of call /
will have them come to you, so we want yourselves to be kept abreast of our research journey.
If you can think of other people who you consider will be valuable to our SAB please do feel free to pass on their
contact details to us and we will request them to join us. Also please let us know if you do not wanted to be copied
in these emails and we would be happy to comply with your wishes.
Best regards
Vivek
+61 433 806 830
From: Fabien Delerue [mailto:fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 25 May, 2016 7:57 PM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh <mariahyoh@gmail.com>; Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>;
ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au; Shekeeb Mohammad (SCHN) <shekeeb.mohammad@health.nsw.gov.au>;
'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au' <richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Dear Shingha,
I just realized that sending the article may not have been a great idea. I apologize if it created more confusion than
help. I only intended to mean that mouse models of FoxG1 already exist. The aim of this article was actually not to
study potential dysregulations of FoxG1 but rather to use this gene as a “driver” of expression in discreet parts of
the brain.
Within the same line, I am aware my thesis in on open access, but it may not be of interest to spend a substantial
part of your time to try to decode it. I believe it might be more beneficial if we meet and talk about disease models
in general, rather than going into technical specifics (not trying to be demeaning whatsoever here, just trying to
help).
I definitely believe the starting point should be the set up of the SAB. Once the SAB meets, then directions might be
clearer for everyone.
I went through the email trails that you forwarded me and realized that setting up a SAB with researchers in the US
might have been pretty challenging. I am sure researchers in OZ will be happy to give you their inputs.
However, I read somewhere in one of the emails that 10 to 20 members might be suitable. Conversely, I believe 20
members for a start might be too big a challenge, as it may ultimately be difficult to get a sense of direction with a
high number of opinions (all respectable otherwise). Just my opinion here.
Let’s first meet anytime soon (at your convenience – just let me know when and where) and have a chat.
That will help me understand the situation as it stands, the challenges ahead, and have a better sense of how I may
help.
See you on Saturday 4th June, if not before.
Kind Regards.
Fabien

From: "Singha, Vivek" <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Date: Wednesday, 25 May 2016 at 4:16 PM
To: Fabien Delerue <fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au>
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh <mariahyoh@gmail.com>, Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>,
"ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au" <ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au>, "Shekeeb Mohammad (SCHN)"
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<shekeeb.mohammad@health.nsw.gov.au>, "'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au'"
<richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to
the FoxG1 family
Hi Dr Fabien Delerue,
Thanks you for your support and interest, I have a firm blief that with the advances in technology and genomics
amazing things are achievable. Thank you for accepting to join our SAB, will be immensely empowered by your
expertise and guidance.
I spent some time yesterday going through the paper you had send across and tried to read through your PhD thesis
at Sydney Uni on “Production and characterization of new transgenic mouse models of Neurodegeneration and
must admit I could only understand maybe a very small portion of both the documents. By about the page 30 of
your thesis I knew that there was fascinating work that you were discussing. I however was finding it very difficult to
understand, the parts that I was able to visualize the best was the section about your making the customized
microinjections. To me it was fascinating to read about this as me having a mechanical manufacturing engineering
background appared to be something I could relate to easily . I have a much greater appreciation of what is involved
in working with mice in labs and the ethical issues already. However I celarly need a lot of help with and hence the
desperate need for a SAB.
On the publication “Brain Factor-1 Controls the Proliferation and Differentiation of. Neocortical Progenitor Cells
through Independent Mechanisms” the thing that amazed me was that the paper was published in 2002 and is very
interesting (although again while I do not fully understand the complexity as I will need to try to read it several times
and will extensively try to seek help from Google and wikipedi to understand fully what it says, but in summry
where it says that “Replacement of endogenous BF1 with wild-type BF1 corrects the defects in both the
proliferation and differentiation of neocortical progenitors” could we narrowly interpret this to mean that
somehow increasing BF1 expression in Kush and other FoxG1 kids should potentially help them.
From speaking to Szun and Marian the two other researchers / scientists and if (I may call them my friends) is also
the understanding and encouragement that now that we know that BF1 / FoxG1 continues to be expressed in the
adult brain it gives me immense hope that maybe we will be able to help kids.
Thank you also for pursuing / enquiring about the biobank repository, and a confirmation that a c946 deletion mouse
could be generated using CRISPR. As I have understood what we need most is a collaboration going on between the
various practitioners and as in the interest of this I think my role is to somehow try to be the catalyst for this
collaboration.
My initial understanding and what I still believe now is to follow the below path,
Biobank > iPSC > CRISPR edit in exVivo neural tissue to confirm gene expression corrected > Animal testing (can
this be skipped) > Delivery to Kush and FoxG1 kids including Kush
I believe that the issue is that due to the mutated broken FoxG1 gene, the RNA / protein expression is not working
as it should be. A CRISPR edited/stitched FoxG1 gene delivered to Kush’s brain should reinvigorate the BF1/ FoxG1
gene expression and slowly but steadily improve phenotype.
TOGETHER WE WILL FIND A CURE FOR FOXG1

Best regards
Vivek
From: Fabien Delerue [mailto:fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 24 May, 2016 3:27 PM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh <mariahyoh@gmail.com>; Szun Tay <szun.tay@gmail.com>; John Christodoulou (SCHN)
<john.christodoulou@health.nsw.gov.au>; ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au; Shekeeb Mohammad (SCHN)
<shekeeb.mohammad@health.nsw.gov.au>; 'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au'
<richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au>
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Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family

Dear Shinga,
Thank you very much for contacting me, and let me start by acknowledging the amazing work you've done
in such a short time frame.
As there is quite a lot to go through, I will take some time to thoroughly study all the documents you nicely
provided me with, and get back to you asap with some input.
A VERY QUICK look at the literature showed that, although there is no mouse model of the c:946 deletion
(which can certainly be generated using CRISPR), if I am not mistaken the total mutant FoxG1 has
previously been generated (and is viable on a heterozygous background). I have attached the publication
for your perusal.
Another very short answer that could potentially address one of your questions: there is indeed a Biobank
repository at UNSW where researchers can easily deposit samples. I know the manager, and will liaise with
her regarding this.
Finally, I strongly believe setting up a S.A.B is the way to go, it would be my privilege to be part of it and
provide my humble contribution. I will also advise on potential prospective members.
I will do my very best to come along on the 4th June and maybe meet with you.
God bless you, Kush, & your family.
Fabien Delerue – MSc, PhD

Manager | Transgenic Animal Unit
Lecturer | Dementia Research Unit
School of Medical Sciences
Room 234, Wallace Wurth Building
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES
UNSW SYDNEY NSW 2052 AUSTRALIA
T 02 93 852 957
E fabien.delerue@unsw.edu.au
W http://www.analytical.unsw.edu.au/facilities/tau
The link ed
image can not
be d isplay ed.
The file may
hav e been
mov ed,
ren amed, or
deleted.
Verify that
the link
points to the
correct file
and location.

From: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 2:20 PM
To: Fabien Delerue
Cc: Maria Hwa Young Oh; Szun Tay; John Christodoulou (SCHN); ian.alexander@health.nsw.gov.au; Shekeeb
Mohammad (SCHN); 'richard.webster@health.nsw.gov.au'
Subject: FW: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Hi Dr Fabien Delerue,
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Bonjour,(that is about all French that I know) It was so nice to speak to you earlier this afternoon. As I shared my son
Kush was the first child in Sydney diagnosed with FoxG1 in March 2015. This is a mutation frame shift on 14Q12
FoxG1 gene that affects his brain development profoundly. However as this is a single gene mutation we are hopeful
that a gene therapy cure should be able to help him as it has helped in SKID. As we discussed over the phone below
and attached is a the report of his deletion and a draft Research roadmap and we were proposing to work towards
to hopefully one day find a cure for FoxG1.
Your guidance around the preparation and maintenance of the animal model in this journey besides general
guidance will be especially useful to our journey.
I understand that while we have made some progress in terms of awareness, we are at a stage where a local
Scientific Advisory board is needed to guide our research efforts. We would be pleased to have you on the Scientific
Advisory Board of the Australian Foundation. Please do let us know if you have other researchers in mind who
would like to be on the Scientific advisory board, I can think of Dr Ian Alexander from CMRI and Dr John
Christodololu from Sydney Uni and Dr Richard Webster at Childrens hospital at Westmead (Kush’s treating
neurologist).
We want to explore if we can locally do work on FoxG1 research/ collaborate with local researchers who may be
interested in collaborating with FoxG1 researchers globally to progress towards a FoxG1 gene therapy cure.
The draft research roadmap that we are working off is attached and below are the 5 steps in brief that we are trying
to work towards:
(1) Building resources:
(2) Understanding the function of FOXG1:
(3) Disease modeling and functional validation of therapeutic targets and circuits
(4) Drug discovery against validated targets and optimization of delivery approaches.
(5) Initiation of clinical trials
The timelines and costs are purely rough estimates made by me and I may not be anywhere near the actual costs
that may be involved. We need to correctly estimate this as well.
I feel we need help with guiding us around all the 5 steps. The Foundation in collaboration with Biofoundry and
Deloitte are hosting a FoxG1 hackathon on Saturday 4 June, to firm up the research roadmap and investigate
research pathways. With your experience with the animal models and neuro degenerative diseases I feel it would be
good to have your inputs on the hackathon day. Please see this as a invite to this day. Your presence would be
invaluable to us, we would love it if you could share the hackathon information to any Neuro / researchers who
would be keen to get involved / contribute to the research roadmap and the journey.
Briefly below is the foundations Journey to date: My three year old son Kush was the first child in Sydney
diagnosed with FoxG1 Syndrome last March, since then we have decided to start a foundation to find a cure for
FoxG1. The foundation was set up by September 2015, and for the last 8 months we have been trying to raise
awareness and funds for FoxG1. We initially worked with the Foundation in the US but due to distances and time
zones and differing priorities had difficult progress. We reached out to Manolis Kellis, Head of Computational
Biology at MIT through whom we got involved with Batula Zaidi, then a project manager at MIT. Working with
Batula, we were advised to work with Dr’s David Katz and Anthony Wynshaw-Brios at Case western University
hospital in Cleveland Ohio as they had experience with neuro-genetic disease management and research. Dr Kats
suggested and introduced me to Monica Coenards. Monica is a parent of a 17 year old Rett Daughter and has in the
past 17 years raised and managed US$44M of funding for Rett research.
While the Fox G1 foundation in the US and UK are working on projects and research, I think we (FoxG1 Australia)
have been primarily working with the 4 people above I think came to the conclusion that IPSC research with a view
to have a ex-Vivo treatment for FoxG1 using CRiSPR or other simialr techniques is a promising pathway for research.
As I understand the US foundation with Dr Neul is working to model the disease with a view to demonstrate reversal
in Animal (mouse) model as step 1. I feel that from speaking to Batula and Monica Coenards there might be
potential for other options to be tried like if we work with Coreall or other companies to on IPSC, we might be able
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to skip the mouse model stage and to put it in lay mans terms , be able to find a ex-Vivo treatment (Crispr edits to
replace the whole Gene? In a petridish). Can this be tested done at Biofoundary?
We have some funding available already to the tune of $50K that we are keen to start using to begin this journey.
The invite on facebook is here. https://www.facebook.com/events/273498266328572/

Best regards
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Vivek
From: Singha, Vivek
Sent: Friday, 20 May, 2016 10:34 AM
To: 'isabelmansour@gmail.com' <isabelmansour@gmail.com>
Cc: Demian, Joseph (Joseph.Demian@kcc.com) <Joseph.Demian@kcc.com>
Subject: FW: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Hi Isabel,
Thanks for your offer to help with Kush’s journey, below and attached is the roadmap that we have started to work
on to help get research started for Kush.
To briefly answer what is FoxG1, you could say it is a single gene mutation that profoundly affects brain
development and children are unable to sit, walk, talk or eat. They need massive help, however as this is a single
gene mutation, there is immense promise that a cure should be not that far away. Small help from everyone will go
a long way to make this world a better place for all FoxG1 kids and all future parents. You can learn more about
FoxG1 here.
Global pharma giant GSK has an approval for a gene therapy and we are hoping to have something similar for
FoxG1.
Let me know if the below makes sense.
Attached also is the flyer, that I will give you physical copies of for sharing with your friends
Best regards
Vivek
From: Singha, Vivek
Sent: Thursday, 19 May, 2016 2:16 PM
To: 'John Christodoulou (SCHN)' <john.christodoulou@health.nsw.gov.au>
Cc: 'Maria Hwa Young Oh' <mariahyoh@gmail.com>; 'Szun Tay' <szun.tay@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Hello Dr Christodoulou,
The FoxG1 Foundation Australia in collaboration with Biofoundry and Deloitte are hosting a FoxG1 hackathon to firm
up the research roadmap and investigate research pathways. With your rich history with Rett research and genetics,
we would like to invite you to the research Hackathon. While your presence would be invaluable to us, if you are not
able to make it, we would love it if you could share the hackathon information to any Rett / FoxG1 / researchers
who would be keen to get involved / contribute to the research roadmap and the journey.
The foundations main goal is to find a cure for FoxG1 and while we would seek to progress diagnosis and screening
for FoxG1 as a result as well, we would be mainly focusing on the cure for FoxG1. Below and attached is the first
draft of the research roadmap with timelines and costs (costs are a number rough estimated by me), that we will use
as a starting point, in short the steps planned are as below:
(1) Building resources:
(2) Understanding the function of FOXG1:
(3) Disease modeling and functional validation of therapeutic targets and circuits
(4) Drug discovery against validated targets and optimization of delivery approaches.
(5) Initiation of clinical trials
9

We have some funding available already to the tune of $50K that we are keen to start using to begin this journey.
Please let us know if you are able to share the hackathon information with your research team / associates.
https://www.facebook.com/events/273498266328572/
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Best regards
Vivek
From: Himanshu Goel [mailto:Himanshu.Goel@hnehealth.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Thursday, 19 May, 2016 10:58 AM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Importance: High
Dear Vivek,
I checked with Tracy. No, she is not working on FOXG1. Is this Westmead hospital MRN? I don’t have an access to
Westmead records.
I am really amazed at the work you have done so far. Let me know how I can help. Just bear in mind, I am a clinician
not an active basic science researcher.
Himanshu
From: Singha, Vivek [mailto:Vivek.Singha@kcc.com]
Sent: Thursday, 19 May 2016 10:16 AM
To: Szun Tay; Himanshu Goel
Cc: charujindal@gmail.com; mariahyoh@gmal.com
Subject: RE: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family

Hi Szun,
I am sure Mariah would agree with me if we say it would be really good to have you there. Please do come along, I
think briefly the roadmap inherited from Batula has the below 5 steps, (I am attaching it again for a quick
reference):
In brief the current roadmap has the following 5 steps
(1) Building resources:
(2) Understanding the function of FOXG1:
(3) Disease modeling and functional validation of therapeutic targets and circuits
(4) Drug discovery against validated targets and optimization of delivery approaches.
(5) Initiation of clinical trials
Please see the GSK Strimvelis story for a story of hope for FoxG1. The type of SKID that GSK is targeting affects 15
children a year so rarity is not an barrier any more is what I would like to believe from this.
I have added some draft costing’s and timelines as per my crude estimates, (the excel file second tab) I understand
that we may not be able to finance a lab and a researcher 100% and may have to seek grants and funding
(institutional / private) to pursue what is needed.
For an effective fundraising ask, it would be good to have a firmed up proposal with credentials both for the
processes and estimated costs.
I am also copying in Dr Himanshu Goel from Hunter medical who is a pediatrician and a geneticist to keep him
posted and possibly seek his council and assistance with our draft Roadmap.
Dr Goel: I was Introduced to you by Dr Gaurav Vijay at Newcastle in March, and briefly Kushagra is the first FoxG1
child in Sydney (no 7 in Australia) and as we believe that this is a single gene mutation, an ex-vivo gene therapy
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should help him. The delivery challenge stays but I believe that is a bridge we will seek to cross when we get there
(Marrow implant etc.). Would it be possible to confirm if Dr Tracy Dudding-Byth is working on FoxG1 at all? Possible
GWAS scope happening there?
We would also try to seek interest in this from Dr Ian Alexander at CMRI as in the Neuro appointment this week Dr
Richard Webster Kush’s treating Neurologist at Westmead childrens hospital mentioned that Dr Alexander has
interest in genetics as well and may be interested and you (Szun) have raised it as well.
TOGETHER LETS FIND A CURE for FoxG1
Best regards
Vivek
From: Szun Tay [mailto:szun.tay@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 19 May, 2016 8:57 AM
To: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Cc: mariahyoh@gmal.com; charujindal@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Update on the FoxG1Australia research efforts to date and Welcome Charu / Szun / Mariah to the
FoxG1 family
Dear Vivek, Mariah and Charu,
I have not had a chance to go through the details (due to work). Would it help if I came along on Friday anyway even
if I will not have much to contribute yet?
I will be at the FoxG1 Hackathon next Saturday and will be catching up with the literature before then.
Szun
On Fri, May 13, 2016 at 11:33 AM, Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com> wrote:
Hi Maria, Szun and Charu,
Below is an email exchange for my initial efforts for a cure for FoxG1.
In summary I wanted to share that we got started working with Manolis Kellis, Head of CompBio at MIT through
whom we got involved with Batula Zaidi, then a project manager at MIT. Working with Batula, we were advised to
work with Dr’s David Katz and Anthony Wynshaw-Brios at Case western University hospital in Cleveland Ohio as
they had experience with neuro-genetic disease management and research. Dr Kats suggested and introduced me
to Monica Coenards. Monica is a parent of a 17 year old Rett Daughter and has in the past 17 years raised and
managed US$44M of funding for Rett research.
As the Fox G1 foundation in the US and UK are working on projects and research, I think we (FoxG1 Australia)
habvve been primarily working with the 4 people above I think came to the conclusion that IPSC research with a
view to have a ex-Vivo treatment for FoxG1 using CRiSPR or other simialr techniques is a promising pathway for
research. As I understand the US foundation with Dr Neul is working to model the disease with a view to
demonstrate reversal in Animal (mouse) model as step 1. I feel that from speaking to Batula and Monica Coenards
there maight be potential for other options to be tried like if we work with Coreall or other companies to on IPSC,
we might be able to skip the mouse model stage and to put it in lay mans terms , be able to find a ex-Vivo
treatment (Crispr edits to replace the whole Gene? In a petridish). Can this be tested done at Biofoundary?
For a clean research roadmap, I think the attached is the roadmap that we should be following. There is research /
treatment happening sporadically between the US / UK / Europe (Italy / France) maybe we need not resources but
a coordinator / project manager to tie up everything and to deliver the Research roadmap. How would you
suggeest we go about doing this. Marian / Szun, you are the people who have the forest view of things as well and
understand a lot of how these things work, Charu , you are an expert at writing grant applications. Can / should /
could we joing hands to run this research team.
I don’t care if we raise funds or noise or disruption, my one single minded aim is to find a cure for Kush and help
him. I know this journey will have something for everyone in terms of a cure of FoxG1 for all patients. One of my
hopes is that somehow we find a correlation between Alzhmiers / Demetia or other neuro degenerative diseases
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that the ultimate therapy for FoxG1 is able to also address and hence broaden the scope and lead to easier funding.
This may not happen.
I have tried to work with the foundation in the US in the past and it has been challanging. I feel it might be quicker
easier more efficient if we work absolutely inpendently,a nd really work with the practitioners for most of our work
and where synergies can be sought, plan joint resource sharing . Consensus amongst too many is a difficult
proposition. We need one driver and one navigator, I am happy to be the driver, but need someone to tell me
where to go and what to do, what path to follow. I think that even with the present capabilities, a cure is
technically possible (Biobank –> Exvivo Gene edit-> marrow implant simialr delivery) repair /recovery may be slow
due to hard tissue / low blood brain permeability, but the start of the journey to repair should be possible. This is
where you all are the experts who have to step in.
The help I wanted for yourselves is to tell me what I should do and please step in an own this if you want all you
like and do what needs to be done.
We are a very young foundation with very little funding but already if it helps I am looking to start spening the
money we have in the most constructive maner and lets try to also increase our funding if we need it for another
step. Please also tell me how much additional funding is needed and for what and let me be the person who tries
to get it.
Please look up the amazing profiles for all of yourselves, it is amazing what we are able to do now. Ted talk by
Manolis is what got me initially excited to almost a year back and there has been tremendous progress made since
then almost on a daily basis so reality is better than we think.
As I am passionate about screening for genetic disorders especially the more obvious ones like CF and Sanfilippo,
we may have synergies in working with Companies like Illumina as I can passionately believe that Genetic
councelling and sequencing before having children should be mandatory in this age of enlightenment. Ignorance
should not be an excuse at all. Although it wouldn’t have helped Kush as he ws a DeNovo Mutation, but as Dr
Stephen Kingsmoore shared with me, NIPT at 10 week embryo stage diagnosis for FoxG1 is technically possible, but
potentially expensive, now. The costs will drop very soon to make it a regular test, and that could have prompted
us to decide on Kush’s fate otherwise, but he is destined to change the world for better and lets help him.
Pardon my ignorance around many things as I I may inadvertently be oversimplifying things or not understanding
issues, but me as a parent I am trying my best to help Kush. Please help me. Since last november when I got he
message that to do something we might need support in terms of Tangible fundng and that’s why I have been
trying to raise funds to get a PostDoc behind a desk starting IPSC. My initail aim was to raise 100K and fund a
Postdoc. Over the past sveral months I have tried my hardest and managed to raise 30K which I am keen to spend
up if we know whats the best to spend it on.
I have been getting thinking that maybe if funding a Postdoc is going to take long, maybe we need to engage with
stakeholders like the government or Pharmas or sequencing companies that will help achieve our goal and are
aligned with our visionfor a cure / diagnosis for FoxG1 and should build startergic toes , get funding from there. I
have literally broken my back with the several late nights meeting people and talking aboput FoxG1 and am still
keen to tryrunning the half marathon to raise awareness for FoxG1 and get Kush Fixed. I do seek your help as
professionals and as kind compassionate human beings as well.
Monica: Apologis for not having spoken for a long time, is there something you could help with in terms of
directing some of your funding support / infrastructure (researchers) towards validating and supporting the
research roadmap and seeking any Synergies for Rett.
Big hello to everyone Drs Tony / David / Batula and Monica again, apologies we still havent been able to get our
ship in order but I am trying my best and ramping up awareness and support locally (In Australia) for FoxG1.
Attached is the draft roadmap (Kindly initiated and put together by Batula) that needs to be progressed. Batula had
suggested biweekly calls which I tried to initiate but were probably too much for many of us.
Best regards
Vivek
From: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris [mailto:ajw168@case.edu]
Sent: Friday, 27 November, 2015 5:31 AM
To: David Katz <david.katz@case.edu>
Cc: Singha, Vivek <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>; Batula Akhtar-Zaidi (batula@mit.edu) <batula@mit.edu>; Monica
Coenraads, RSRT <monica@rsrt.org>
Subject: Re: Welcome to the SAB
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Vivek,
I would also encourage you to use other successful rare disease foundations as models for how to organize the
International FOXG1 Foundation, such as Monica’s RSRT, the A-T Children’s Project, Cure Autism Now (which folded into
Autism Speaks) and others.
Happy Thanksgiving to all of you.
Best regards,
Tony

From: David Katz <david.katz@case.edu>
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2015 at 11:52 AM
To: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris <ajw168@case.edu>
Cc: "Singha, Vivek" <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>, "Batula Akhtar-Zaidi (batula@mit.edu)" <batula@mit.edu>, "Monica
Coenraads, RSRT" <monica@rsrt.org>
Subject: Re: Welcome to the SAB
Dear Vivek,
I entirely share the views expressed by Tony in this and his previous email.
With best regards,
David
On Thu, Nov 26, 2015 at 11:49 AM, Anthony Wynshaw-Boris <ajw168@case.edu> wrote:
Dear Vivek,
Thank you for your response. Here are my thoughts based on your comments.
1. Since there is already an active International FOXG1 Foundation in the US (and it appears in the UK as well as
Australia), it makes the most sense to me for you to all work together as one foundation. I am sure you have common
goals. It seems to me that a lot has already been accomplished, including parent support, information, and fundraising. I
agree that the production of relevant mouse models is important, as is the production of human cellular (iPSC) models.
Both can be used to study what goes wrong when there are FOXG1 mutations.
2. A good Scientific Advisory Board can help make sure to advise the Foundation. The three scientists involved with the
International FOXG1 Foundation are already working on FOXG1 models, so it is great to have them involved. It would
also be good to broaden the scientific advisory board of the unified foundation to include scientists not directly
involved in FOXG1 research, but who have experience with other diseases and can lend their advice. This broadened
board can help set up the scientific meeting to bring in even more scientists, as well as help define scientific goals and
help to evaluate proposals for research funding. One could fund projects or trainees (postdocs or students).
3. A scientific meeting is a good way to spread the word about FOXG1 and how mutations cause human disease, get
good scientists who are no working on FOXG1 to consider working on it, to provide good ideas of how to proceed with
research that will allow the Foundation and SAB to set up a call for proposals to fund scientists. This can only be
accomplished by having a meeting where a small group of scientists is invited to participate. I do not think a
videoconference would be effective.
4. Any use of funds collected by the foundation should be based on peer review of solicited and submitted research
proposals, so that the best science can be supported. It will not be effective for non-scientists (or even scientists for
that matter) to tell other scientists what to do. However, asking scientists to put together a thoughtful proposal that is
evaluated by other scientists is the best way forward, in my opinion.
To answer your other questions:
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Point b. Certainly a bank of cells can be useful, but only if they can be used by scientists, which will require funding
projects to use those cells (or mouse models). It is usually a good idea to support the development of models, but the
proper way to do so could be a topic of discussion of the SAB.
Point d. “Finding targets” means that you try to identify what goes wrong in a disease (usually using mouse or iPSC
models), then finding ways to reverse what goes wrong. The targets are what one is attempting to use to change what
goes wrong.
Point e. What companies might be interested would depend upon what targets are defined by studies in point d.
Finally, everyone who works on FOXG1 or sees children with this disorder is motivated to find treatments or even a
cure, but the road to treatments is unpredictable. The best one can do is try to get support for the best research that
will advance knowledge, make model systems available, etc.
I hope my responses are helpful. Please let me know if any of the point are unclear or if you (or the others) have any
comments/responses.
Best regards,
Tony

From: "Singha, Vivek" <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Date: Thursday, November 26, 2015 at 9:38 AM
To: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris <ajw168@case.edu>, "Batula Akhtar-Zaidi (batula@mit.edu)" <batula@mit.edu>,
David Katz <dmk4@case.edu>, "Monica Coenraads, RSRT" <monica@rsrt.org>
Subject: RE: Welcome to the SAB
Dear Dr Tony Wynshaw-Boris,
Thanks for your thoughts below, it is great to know some of the work has already been done. Thanks for sharing
the paper. I have been trying my best to understand what it says and I gather that there were 2 patient samples
used for that study, however they the results may be sufficiently adequate to evidence the hypotheses there.
My apologies for not clarifying earlier, but he foundation that we are all working with is the International FoxG1
Foundation (Australia), and we have the singular objective of finding a cure for FoxG1 as my son Kush who is two
and a half now is profoundly affected by this. We have just started this foundation in September and last week got
our (incomplete) website up. The website address is www.foxg1.org.au we are working alongside the Fox1
foundation in the US www.foxG1.com. My understanding is that the foundation in the US is planning on a
conference with the scientists and have started work on the conditional knock out mouse, however while I wasn’t
aware of the paper you already attached, we felt it was imperative to do some stem cell work.
Your response seems to have changed that somehow, we can go to the next steps from here I think.
As mentioned above the FoxG1 foundation in the US has been running for just over three years now, and they
have already done some of the below steps as marked below:
1. Provide a registry/resource for families with children with FOXG1 mutations. (already being done Facebook
parent support group ~170 children)
2. Provide information about FOXG1 patients and resources to those families or families with newly diagnosed
patients. (already being done via the Facebook parent support group)
3. Use these two activities to build a base for fundraising to support research. We do seem to have a very
small fundraising base in the US. We are looking to increase this to Australia as well and fund some research
projects not being prioritized by the US foundation like the iPSC work.
4. Support a small meeting of leading scientists (maybe 10-20) to discuss the best ways forward for research.
This may lead to the definition of important research goals, such as: (While the US foundation is working
towards fundraising for a conference in 2016, that would cost upwards of $200k, we in Australia want to ask
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you does this really have to be a physical conference or could it be done using Skype Videoconference /
Teleconferences / emails. In your opinion would this endeavor need any financial support? How much?)
a. Support basic research into the way that FOXG1 mutations cause disease (pathophysiology). How
do we get this started. A postdoc for 2 years @$50K and fundraise for this, could the board help us identify
the Postdoc and the lab?
b. Make better or more diverse models (mouse and iPSCs). For instance, conditional mouse knockouts and a diversity of patient-derived iPSCs may be important tools. Should we kick start this process as
Monica mentioned that the if we reach out to the 170 odd patients community and get a 10% response rate
we could get started with about 15-20 diverse iPSC samples. Send these biopsies to Coriell. A conditional
knockout is under order will be ready in 48 weeks. Is that the norn (48 weeks) for mouse?
c. Support making mouse and iPSC lines broadly available.
d. Support translational research to find targets that might reverse or reduce the manifestations. (could
you please explain in simple terms what would this involve)
e. Support drug screening to those targets and enter into collaborations with biotech/pharmaceutical
companies. (Who are good candidate for these, would analysis to find correlations from existing genomic data
potentially help broaden the base . Say if it turns out that FoxG1 contributes to Dementia / Alzheimer’s,
funding would get easier. Do you think we should get MIT CompBio to sequence the 160 kids and run analysis
with existing data? We have reached out to Illumina and have some interest from them.
f. Eventually support clinical trials of any potential drugs. ( Yes, when we get there)
Once you define the goals of the foundation, the SAB can help with getting leading scientists to a meeting,
and then help develop plans for future requests for funding proposals based on the discussions during the
meeting.
If we agree that the goal is a cure for FoxG and have some steps already underway, could we in our next
meeting start looking at getting the leading scientists together to develop plans for future. In the meantime I
will take the progress to set a fundraising target of $100K USD to show some gravity around our intention.
Thanks for sharing your thoughts. I will send out proposals for timings for a teleconference again for some
time next week shortly.
Thanks for your support and have a nice thanksgiving break
Regards
Vivek
Founding Director
International FoxG1 Foundation (Australia)
www.foxg1.org.au

From: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris [mailto:ajw168@case.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2015 10:29 AM
To: Singha, Vivek; Batula Akhtar-Zaidi (batula@mit.edu); David Katz; Monica Coenraads, RSRT
Subject: Re: Welcome to the SAB
Dear Vivek,
Thank you for your email. Since I was unable to call in, I am writing this email so that you and the others have
my thoughts.
You have outlined a lot of goals for the SAB and Foundation. Some are very reasonable, but some of the
goals you are proposing have already been done. For example, one of the scientist you mentioned, Dr.
Alessandra Renieri, has already published using Foxg1 mutant mice (made by Dr. Sue McConnell many years
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ago) and reprogrammed skin cells (iPSCs) from patients with FOXG1 mutations to understand some of the
things that go wrong in the brain and neurons (see attached paper).
I also think that the frequency of phone conferences is too high for me to regularly call in.
It seems that the overall goal of the foundation (is there a name of the foundation?) is to find out what is wrong
in patients with FOXG1 mutations and, if possible, find treatments and eventually a cure. There are a number
of things your foundation can do, and I list some examples. These are not mutually exclusive examples, and
you can probably come up with more.
1. Provide a registry/resource for families with children with FOXG1 mutations.
2. Provide information about FOXG1 patients and resources to those families or families with newly diagnosed
patients.
3. Use these two activities to build a base for fundraising to support research.
4. Support a small meeting of leading scientists (maybe 10-20) to discuss the best ways forward for research.
This may lead to the definition of important research goals, such as:
a. Support basic research into the way that FOXG1 mutations cause disease (pathophysiology).
b. Make better or more diverse models (mouse and iPSCs). For instance, conditional mouse knockouts and a diversity of patient-derived iPSCs may be important tools.
c. Support making mouse and iPSC lines broadly available.
d. Support translational research to find targets that might reverse or reduce the manifestations.
e. Support drug screening to those targets and enter into collaborations with biotech/pharmaceutical
companies.
f. Eventually support clinical trails of any potential drugs.
Once you define the goals of the foundation, the SAB can help with getting leading scientists to a meeting,
and then help develop plans for future requests for funding proposals based on the discussions during the
meeting.
Those are some of my thoughts. Please let me know if you have any questions, and I welcome input from you
and the others.
Best regards,
Tony
-Tony Wynshaw-Boris, MD, PhD
James H. Jewell MD '34 Professor of Genetics
Chair, Department of Genetics and Genome Sciences
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
University Hospitals Case Medical Center
10900 Euclid Avenue, BRB731
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-4955

Phone: 216-368-0581
FAX: 216-368-3832
E-mail: ajw168@case.edu

From: "Singha, Vivek" <Vivek.Singha@kcc.com>
Date: Wednesday, November 18, 2015 4:57 PM
To: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris <ajw168@case.edu>, "Batula Akhtar-Zaidi (batula@mit.edu)" <batula@mit.edu>,
David Katz <IMCEAMAILTO-david+2Ekatz+40case+2Eedu@kcc.com>, "Monica Coenraads, RSRT"
<monica@rsrt.org>
Subject: Welcome to the SAB
Dr Anthony,
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It gives up a lot of hope and encouragement to hear from yourself. Thanks for coming on board. To introduce you
to the team, we have the distinguished panel of Dr. Batula Zaidi (MIT CSAIL CompBio), Dr. David Katz, Yourself and
Monica Coenraads from RSRT as part of this team.
We also have Dr. Alessandra Renieri, M.D. Ph.D., University of Siena, Italy, Dr. Jeffrey Neul, Division Chief, Rady
Children's Hospital - San Diego, and Dr. Alex Paciorkowski M.D., FACMG, FAAP, University of Rochester Medical
Center. Working on a cure for FOXG1.
While the efforts of Dr. Renieri, Dr. Neul and Dr.Paciorkoski is concentrated on building up a knock out mouse
model, I want to follow Batula’s recommendation to set up a human cell line resource follow the below strategy:
· Setting up a human cell line resource from patients (DNA, microarrays, skin biopsies).
· In the human resource, "reprograming" the skin cells into neurons, where we introduce FoxG1 mutations to
mimic what happens in the patient brain. This involves iPSC’s I imagine.
· Then correct the mutations to see if we can "rescue" the disease phenotype.
· Looking for potential clinical collaborators with the right protocols,
· Finally running these proofs through rodent ->Primate -> Human trials stage to get a cure for Kush

I will set up fortnightly teleconferences for the second and 4th Tuesdays of each month for between 1PM and 1:15
PM CST initially for us to dial in and touch base. We understand that all of us may have commitments, we would
encourage everyone to join the conversation. After the call I will send out brief minutes and what was discussed to
keep everyone in the loop and seek feedback. I will send out calendar invites for this.
Would it be OK to keep the following expectations:
From the SAB:
1. We get guidance as to what our methodologies should be and what protocols need to be followed. Also where
needed if you could ratify the rationale behind our requests and open a few doors / give us introductions /
suggest names of people /institutions we should be approaching.
2. Guide us around our funding requirements and review any funding plans that we may have.
3. Advise us on any developments you come across that may help us in our journey.
4. Generally help us check and adjust our research plan
5. General guidance around any broader applicability of the research, that may allow access to greater funds /
may broaden the base of supporters
From the foundation :
1. Do everything in our capacity to help plan out a research pathway and execute this.
2. Work out the costing, build up a research grant request for the activities planned and arrange the
necessary funds (through fundraising / grants)
3. Arrange patient samples for collection and transport / delivery to the required research laboratories.
4. At a later stage arrange for / coordinate for clinical trials volunteers
This is the first time I am running a foundation and so I am learning as we go along so please forgive my ignorance.
I know Monica has been doing this for 17 years so I will try my best to learn from her how she goes about her
journey. Please feel free to give me as much constructive feedback as you feel like as I know I will need tons.
All I seek is to be able to find a cure for Kush real soon. He turns 3 on the 21st of February. Are we able to initiate
some activity before then.
One thing we do have ready is 160 FoxG1 patients worldwide. Once our website is up we would share the details
of the SAB on there. For this could you please send us a brief bio and photo so you can post this on a new page of
your website. Could you also please share any for academic, industry, and clinical collaborators they you would
like to recommend us to recruit to the SAB. We have so far approached the below other individuals to join the SAB
and are yet to hear from them.
- Rudolf Jaenisch (jaenisch@wi.mit.edu)
- Adrian Bird (A.Bird[at]ed.ac.uk )
- Michael Greenberg (meg@hms.harvard.edu)

However I think we have enough critical mass to get us started.:
Kind regards
Vivek Singha
+61433806830
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From: Anthony Wynshaw-Boris [mailto:ajw168@case.edu]
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2015 10:09 AM
To: Singha, Vivek
Subject: Re: Research interest in FoxG1
Dear Vivek,
Thank you for your email. I would be happy to help with your foundation as a member of your scientific
advisory board. I have no direct experience with FoxG1, but I am happy to provide advice regarding iPSC
generation and modeling, patient repositories, and anything else that my experience can help with.
Thank you for the invitation.
Best regards,
Tony
-Tony Wynshaw-Boris, MD, PhD
James H. Jewell MD '34 Professor of Genetics
Chair, Department of Genetics and Genome Sciences
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
University Hospitals Case Medical Center
10900 Euclid Avenue, BRB731
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-4955

Phone: 216-368-0581
FAX: 216-368-3832
E-mail: ajw168@case.edu

This e-mail is intended for the use of the addressee(s) only and may contain privileged, confidential, or proprieta
information that is exempt from disclosure under law. If you have received this message in error, please inform u
promptly by reply e-mail, then delete the e-mail and destroy any printed copy. Thank you.

-David M. Katz, PhD
Professor of Neurosciences and Psychiatry
Director, Autism Translational Research Consortium
School of Medicine
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106-4975
216-368-6116

This e-mail is intended for the use of the addressee(s) only and may contain privileged, confidential, or proprietar
information that is exempt from disclosure under law. If you have received this message in error, please inform us
promptly by reply e-mail, then delete the e-mail and destroy any printed copy. Thank you.
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Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed in this email are those of the author only and do not represent the official view of Hunter New England
Local Health District nor the New South Wales Government.
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